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Abstract:
Purpose: This article considers the relevance of healthcare modernization processes in Russia
in terms of marketing activities activation, public-private partnerships intensification.
Design/Methodology/Approach: The problem of ensuring security when government and
healthcare institutions interact by means of blockchain technologies is under-explored and
requires further research and investigation. Therefore, methods of induction, deduction,
problem, system and logical analysis along with the economic process and system modelling
method combined with the formalization method are used in this article.
Findings: A mechanism for effective ensuring the safety of interaction between the government
and healthcare institutions using blockchain technologies in the course of conducting financial
flows and operational information exchange in modern Russia is proposed.
Practical Implications: The proposed mechanism for effective ensuring of security in terms of
interaction between the government and the healthcare institution by means of blockchain
technologies in modern Russia effectively ensures the security of interaction between the
government and healthcare institutions .
Originality/Value: Authors’ findings could be introduced into the healthcare industry.
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1. Introduction
The focus on the development of social policy fully manifests itself in the framework
of the general strategy for improving the national economy. In turn, the healthcare
sector has great social significance, because the quality of life of the population and
the potential for healing the nation depend on the volume and level of medical services
provided and their accessibility. In addition, healthcare as a component of the service
sector is a highly efficient industry, since along with solving the task of improving the
nation it involves minimal consumption of natural resources and practically does not
bear anthropogenic pressure on the environment.
It should be also noted that certain segments of the healthcare sector are among the
high-tech sectors of the national economy. The intensity of building up their work
contributes to the innovative development of the socio-economic system and its
competitiveness. For this reason, modernization initiatives in the healthcare sector are
relevant and are of some interest not only from a social, but also from an economic
point of view.
According to the Draft Health Development Strategy of the Russian Federation for the
period up to 2025 prepared by the Ministry of Health of the Russian Federation in
2017, the pivotal role is given to the state in its successful functioning in modern
Russia, as well as the need to strengthen the interaction of the state and healthcare
institutions for its modernization and increase in the overall efficiency along with
general safety (Ministry of Health of the Russian Federation, 2017).
To date, the security problem is a serious barrier to the modernization of the healthcare
sector in modern Russia and its effective functioning, which does not allow
establishing a systematic interaction between the government and healthcare
institutions. It seems that new technologies can help mitigate this problem. In this
particular situation, blockchain technology is of interest (Albekov et al., 2017;
Vovchenko et al., 2017).
In this connection, the study and identification of the main current and future areas of
interaction between the government and healthcare institutions, the determination of
possible problems in the framework of the focus on security and the development of
a mechanism to ensure the security of interaction between the government and
healthcare institutions, their effective functioning using blockchain technologies as
applied to the current situation in the national economic system are of particular
interest.
2. Materials and Methods
It is possible to determine two prospective directions of healthcare sphere
modernization in modern Russia in the framework of theorists’ and experts’ works,
both of them are connected with the engagement of marketing tools: 1) direct
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extension of the marketing activeness of healthcare institutions (Bagdasaryan, 2015;
Mikhel and Gubina, 2014; Muzalevskaya, 2015; Przhedetskiy et al., 2017) and 2)
establishment of a system of public and private partnership in the healthcare sphere,
also presuming basis on marketing principles (Andreeva et al., 2014; Ganeev, 2014;
Gladkov, 2016; Grachov and Shebasheva, 2016; Zherdev, 2015; Piskunov and
Chevtaeva, 2015; Rozhkova and Kasenko, 2015; Przhedetskiy et al., 2017;
Shcherbakova, 2015). Despite the fact that these directions are very prospective, they
insufficiently reveal the potential of interaction between the government and
healthcare institutions and prospects for its implementation to reach healthcare sphere
modernization, especially in the framework of the focus on combining the
effectiveness and security.
3. Findings
Currently, the government in Russia regulates a healthcare sphere in different ways,
defining and influencing its key components, such as medical insurance, service quality
standards, licensing of healthcare institutions operating, as well as providing and
maintaining infrastructural support of entrepreneurship in the healthcare sphere.
The government performs a variety of roles in the healthcare sphere, being a consumer
of services, a customer, an analyst, a planner, an employer, as well as the consumer of
information and fundamentals of technical support at the same time. The state
regulation of the healthcare sphere in modern Russia is based on the following
principles reflecting key features of high effectiveness of this sphere:
- actions of the government are aimed at ensuring an access to covering basic medical
services necessary to everyone for sustaining health of the state;
- the government aims at receiving medical services at an accessible, reasonable price
by everyone, and these services should be safe, oriented to the patient and mutually
coordinated;
- the state facilitates the development and improvement of the infrastructure in the
healthcare sphere to ensure an access to all medical services necessary to each society
individual.
Implementation of these principles in practice is a very complicated task. Its solving
initiates the modernization process in the healthcare sphere of modern Russia. The
traditional practice of the state monitoring, public procurement and providing all
necessary medical services by public healthcare institutions begins to gradually shift
to the accent on long-term and mutually beneficial partner relationships between
public and private sectors for the most flexible response to the growing and modifying
needs of the population.
The government also aims at serving a catalyst for changes for the better in the private
sector of the healthcare sphere by means of simplifying administrative procedures and
improving the business climate in the country. New information and communication
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technologies provided the government with the tools for successful transformation of
the healthcare sphere. The reduction of costs for technologies and the Internet
involving electronic communication in recent years have sharply extended
opportunities of the government.
There are two major directions of e-interaction between the government and
healthcare institutions which are feasible: information exchange and financial
insurance, each of them characterized by the group of problems in terms of ensuring
security resulted from electronic form of data transfer.
The first direction of interaction between the government and healthcare institutions
is related to their information exchange. At present, information exchange in Russia
is limited by the collection of statistical information in the healthcare sphere by the
government. Data of corporate reporting of healthcare institutions is used by the
government to assess effectiveness of their functioning, as well as for the purpose of
monitoring of the general situation in the healthcare sphere, including:
−
−
−
−

defining medical services in the highest demand;
analysis of the sufficiency of infrastructural ensuring of the healthcare sphere;
ratio between public and private healthcare institutions;
considering opinions of patients on the functioning of healthcare institutions, etc.

A problem of ensuring security in interaction between the state and healthcare
institutions is revealed in the framework of indicated operations. It is related to the
unreliability of the Internet connection used, when transferring corporate reporting by
healthcare institutions in the electronic way. The failure of the Internet connection can
lead to inability to upload the data in the All-Russian statistical system and the bias of
the results of statistical reporting in the healthcare sphere, overall, and effectiveness
of certain institutions functioning. Elaboration of the state policy in the sphere of
regulating the healthcare sphere based on incomplete, uncertain or invalid
information, is initially hardly efficient, since incorrect administrative decisions are
likely to be taken. These incorrect decisions would hamper its development rather than
facilitate the growth of the healthcare sphere and compliance with the declared state
regulation principles.
The perspective aspect of extending the information exchange between the
government and healthcare institutions is creating the All-Russian electronic medical
information data base, which would contain detailed information about all patients,
their asking for medical assistance and using it. It will allow patients to apply for
medical services to any institution convenient for them, both private and public
medical services, and get medical services of highest quality, since medical workers
will have all the necessary information for choosing an optimal treatment course. In
this case, the problem of security in terms of interaction between the government and
the healthcare institution is related not only to the imperfect Internet connection
system, but also to the high probability of the misrepresentation and theft of
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confidential information about patients by cybercriminals. That is why this problem
being unsolved becomes a major barrier to create the All-Russian electronic medical
information data base (Polyakova et al., 2019; Belikova et al., 2019).
The second indicated direction of interaction between the government and the healthcare
institution is financial security. At present, the financial insurance of healthcare
institutions in Russia includes providing state donations and subsidies to healthcare
institutions, as well as financing of public healthcare institutions functioning and
payment of the public order in the healthcare sphere. Taking into account the immense
scale of this financing defined by the strategic significance of the healthcare sphere for
national economy, the state financial healthcare insurance also faces the problem of
security in terms of the interaction between the government and the healthcare
institution caused by the high attractiveness of the possible theft of finances for
cybercriminals.
It is feasible to use blockchain technologies in both directions as a perspective solution
of indicated problems of ensuring security in terms of interaction between the
government and healthcare institutions (Nosov, 2017). These technologies, as a rule, are
processes of data transfer (including the information and financial exchange) through an
uninterrupted chain of interrelated blocks containing data.
This recommendation is explained by the fact that the interaction of the government
and healthcare organizations in modern Russia is organized in accordance with the
principle of the set of separate blocks. However, application of the traditional
technology of data collection and storage, which entails a common server with the
only data base, causes high vulnerability of data and the problem of security. In
contrast to the vulnerability, advantages of using blockchain technologies for
interaction between the government and the healthcare institution are as follows:
− the simplicity of information control by all stakeholders: all healthcare institutions
can have access to the common database, but not only the government;
− sustainability of the data system to errors and its inviolability: digital data are
expanded everywhere, but cannot be copied, and only a limited data block undergoes
changes, this healthcare institution having access to it;
− constant update of the data system and sustaining it in the relevant state: when uploading
new data, the system is automatically updated without the participation of the healthcare
institution which uploaded it;
− transparence and control of the data system: it is easy to track the data source
uploaded in the common system, what let’s prevent cyber-attacks in the healthcare
data systems.
The proposed mechanism for effective ensuring of security in terms of interaction
between the government and the healthcare institution by means of blockchain
technologies in modern Russia is introduced in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Mechanism of effective security insurance in terms of interaction between
the government and the healthcare institution by means of blockchain technologies in
modern Russia
Objective: effective security insurance in terms of interaction between the government ans
healthcare institutions

Tool for goal achievement: organization of electronic interaction between the state and
healthcare institutions using blockchain technology
Mechanism for electronic interaction between the government and healthcare institutions using
blockchain technology:

Transfer of the request to
A request and / or
Refusal of uploading
Request of the
a computer system
status
data to the system
healthcare
„not confirmed“
Request and user status
institution for an
validation by the system
opportunity of data
New
uploading to the
Data
data
common system
Request and
system
block
Data
status
block
Data „confirmed“
transfer to the
system
Creation of the new block by
Adding a new data block to the existing block
the system for data uploading

chain, automatic updating of the common
system
Free access to data
(review,
but not to data copying)
Governement and healthcare institutions

Outcome: simplicity of information control by all stakeholders, data system sustainability
to errors and its inviolability, constant updating of data system and its maintenance upto-date, transparency and accountability of the data system

It is worth explaining that to define the most significant process and substantial
characteristics of territorial marketing it is feasible to make the subjective assessment
of audiences by the criteria of their belonging: inside the territory or outside it. It is
feasible because audiences localized in the territory, as a rule, connect interest and fate
in the long-term with this territorial entity; while external players focus on making a
profit by developing their interests beyond its borders. In this case, when establishing
contact with external audiences, it is necessary to find the reasonable one.
4. Discussion
The proposed mechanism of electronic interaction between the state and healthcare
organizations using blockchain technologies (Figure 1) is characterized by increased
reliability and security. First, the healthcare organization sends a request for the ability
to upload data to the common system. Then, the request is transmitted to the computer
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network, and the request and user status are validated. If the request and / or status is
not confirmed, the request is denied, and if confirmed, a new block is created to load
the data by the user. Data is transferred to the common system and added to the
existing block chain; the common system is automatically updated. The state and
healthcare organizations have free access to data (to data viewing, but not copying).
At the same time, the possibility of full protection of financial transactions and the
necessary freedom of information exchange between the state and health
organizations in their constant interaction is achieved.
5. Conclusion
Summarizing the above, it should be noted that currently there is an active electronic
interaction between the government and healthcare institutions in Russia in the direction
of information exchange and financial support, which will only expand in the future,
and therefore the problem of ensuring the security of this interaction will intensify.
The use of blockchain technologies allows solving this problem and effectively ensuring
the security of interaction between the government and healthcare institutions by
increasing the degree of data protection and limiting the ability of users to use them.
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